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1. Introduction. 
A major issue to secure the development of nuclear energy in future, is the radioactive 

waste minimization, both inside the fuel cycle and in a deep geological storage. Most of the 
research activities have been devoted to assess the potential benefits of the so-called 
partitioning/transmutation technologies. 

The aim of the present paper is to establish the physical principles which provide an 
inherent minimization of the radioactive wastes. A new concept is introduced to characterize 
the radiotoxicity associated to various nuclei families in equilibrium state. The analysis shows 
the potential of evolutionary nuclear systems, mostly based on known technologies and the 
potential of more futuristic systems, like accelerator-driven systems and Th-fuel cycle. 

Several groups of the toxicity sources are considering as an object of studies: has 
Nuclear Power an sufficient potential to reduce the environmental impact considerably. They 
are: 
• Actinides as a part of nuclear fuel which is remaining unusable after irradiation in Nuclear 

Power plants, 
• Long-Lived fission products (LLFP) as the inevitable result of nuclear energy production, 
• Lantanides as an important part of fission products (FP) which separation from Actinides is 

technologically difficult because of similar chemical properties. 

2. Quantitative Measure of Radiotoxicity (R) 
For each radio-nuclide, the contribution dose is proportional to the integral activity A 

(in Bq), where the coefficient is called as the Dose Factor (Fd) "via ingestion" or "via 
inhalation" (in Sv/Bq): 

R(Sv) = Fd(Sv / Bq) x A(Bq) 

Table 2.1. Periods and Factors of dose "via ingestion" 
Nuclides Life period (years) Fd Emission 

Tc-99 2xl05 0.64x10"9 p-
1-129 1.6xl07 0.1 lxl 0"6 p-

Pu-238 88 0.23x10"6 a 
Pu-239 2.4x104 0.25xl0"6 a 
Am-241 432 0.20x10"6 a 
Am-243 7.4xl03 0.20x10"6 a 
Cm-244 18 0.16xl0"6 a 

Nuclide chain evolution can be described by the known Bateman equation to 
represent the time dependent number of each nuclide Nj: 

Hence, the radio-toxicity of each nuclide varies with time as the following: 

Ri(t) = Fd(i)xXiNi(t) 
where Ni is defined by the Bateman equation. 
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Usually, this toxicity evolution number is normalized on either electricity production 
or on the initial mass unit. 

3. Physics of the Toxicity Reduction via Transmutation. 

Neutronics plays a most important role in the assessment of the transmutation 
potential of nuclear power (NP). For example, long lived fission products (LLFP) incineration 
is directly defined by the neutron surplus available in the given nuclear system. Every fission 
produces a fraction of long lived nuclei but the same fission can produce some neutron surplus 
for elimination of these long lived nuclei. This "incineration" potential can be increased by an 
"external neutron source" using a part of fission energy released. The assessment of the neu-
tron needs for transmutation of all long lived fission products (produced by one fission in NP) 
gives a value of at least 0.3-5-0.5 neutrons/fission [1]. Taking into account the large inventory of 
the overall fission products release, one should provide a neutron surplus as high as possible. 
As for fuel waste (Minor Actinides - MAs) transmutation, this potential is very sensitive to 
neutron spectrum : in some spectra and for some MAs nuclei, transmutation needs a neutron 
surplus, in other cases it does not. Moreover, the toxicity reduction factor after irradiation of 
an initial nucleus ("father") in a neutron flux depends strongly on nuclear properties of all 
"family" in a given flux. 
Hence, it is important to know how many neutrons can be produced from the transmutation of 
every nucleus during its life under neutron flux and what is the level of family toxicity which is 
achieved at the end. To tackle these problems new "one group effective constants" can be 
defined (similar to one-group cross sections libraries) : "overall neutron consumption" and 
"toxicity of unit mass" for all nuclei's families. These neutronics parameters depend on neutron 
spectrum, fuel compositions (through self-shielding factors) and neutron flux level. 

4. Toxicity Reduction Means Potential. 

4.1. Quasi-Equilibrium State, Nuclear Families. 

In the perspective of development of NP, the state of "equilibrium" [2] is very 
important as a long-term state, when operations such as reactor fuel feeding, fuel burning, 
discharging, reprocessing, etc., are constantly repeating, leading to a "quasi-stabilization" of 
fuel and waste contents. More important, it leads to "waste toxicity equilibrium state" even 
much rapidly than it could be expected. Moreover, consideration of an equilibrium model 
simplifies the analysis of the transmutation potential of a reactor park and allows to exclude 
transient time situations with their particular ("local") transmutation characteristics, to avoid 
misleading conclusions. Later, we give some comments for the "equilibrium" model validity 
for the waste transmutation potential analysis application. 

Instead of "equilibrium criticality state of a reactor" [2] we shall consider equilibrium 
states of all "families" whose "fathers" are used in fuel cycle as a feed of a nuclear system : 
nuclear critical reactors, subcritical accelerator driven hybrids, etc. It allows to consider the 
role of each feed component in fuel waste toxicity production of a particular reactor or a 
subcritical system. We will use the following definitions when considering an equilibrium 
state : 
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Definition 1: J-family is a set of nuclei (including the initial nucleus J) which have been 
produced both by transmutation in a neutron flux O of the J-nucleus as well 
as of its subsequent products, and by decay of nuclei. 

Definition 2: The equilibrium state of the J-family in a given nuclear system is the relative 
concentration distribution N of the J-family members for the asymptotic 
condition (t—**>) when a given system is continuously fed by the J-nucleus 
only. 

The equilibrium concentration distributions Nj for two important fuel families 
(normalized to one gram of a given family) in thermal and fast reactor standard spectra are 
presented on Fig. 4.1 and 4.2. 
These values have been obtained as solution of the following equations : 

dNj jdt = ( M O - A - L) • N j - S j = 0 
where : 

M -the operator of a nucleus transmutation by means of the corresponding neutronic 
processes (capture, fission, (n,2n), (n,3n) reactions, etc.), 

<É> -- a neutron flux, 
A — the operator of decay : a, ß+, ß", etc., 
L ~ the operator of nuclei "losses" (more generally, the operator of nuclei extraction rate) 

from fuel cycle (e.g. losses during reprocessing), 
Sj — a source of the J-family (reactor feeding rate). 

The solution Nj can be normalized, for example, to one gram of J-family. In actual 
nuclear reactors, a feed fuel (loading) usually consists of a set of J-nuclei, and each of them 
forms his own family independently, and a combination of families should be used, as we will 
see in the next paragraphs. All calculations have been performed with a combined JEF-2 and 
ORIGEN-S data library. 
The term "quasi-equilibrium" can be apply even for open fuel cycles keeping in mind that 
operations of loading, irradiation and discharging are also repeating and an average fuel con-
tent of reactor cores is considered. Different fuel cycles (beginning with "complete" closed 
cycles up to "complete" open ones) at equilibrium can be simulated on the base of this 
equation by the well-matched L-operator and by the corresponding fed fuel composition 
choice. For example, for open fuel cycle, L has to represent the total fuel discharge rate : 
L = 1/Tfuej, where Tf u e j is a fuel residence time. 

4.2. Family Overall Neutron Consumption 

Decay, irradiation and regular discharge (or losses) of every nucleus J (family 
"father") in a neutron flux produce at equilibrium (see equation (1)) the J-nucleus family. Then 
one can calculate the total number of neutrons [1,2] Dj which have been consumed by this 
family to be burnout (or (for LLFP) to be transmuted to a stable or short lived nucleus and then 
extracted from this system). 
If a given system is fed by a set of J-nuclei then the potential neutron surplus [3,4] G will be 
defined by a sum of all Dj (neutron consumption), the neutron losses of this system (neutron 
leakage and neutron capture in construction materials, usually equal -0.3 neutrons/fission for 
practical systems) and supplementary neutrons (jli) (if this system is driven by some nuclear 
reaction as e.g. by spallation in ADS ) : 
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G (neutrons / fission) = X j • D j - 0.3 + [i = ^ X j • G j + jlx = G 0 + \i -
J J 

where Xj is a fraction of J-nucleus in fuel feeding. 
The fuel potential (D-value) varies much from one fuel type nucleus to another, and 

depends mostly on neutron spectmm (see Table 4.1). 
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Figure 4.1. ^39pu family normalized concentrations N j N j = 1) at equilibrium when irradiated in 
J 

two different spectrum types (Light Water Reactors and Fast Reactors). 

Table 4.1 shows that : 
• fast spectrum for all families gives more neutrons (available e.g. for LLFP 

incineration), 
• Thorium is the "poorest" in neutron production among all natural fuels in the hard fast 

spectrum, however, better than U-238 in the thermalized spectra. 
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Table 4.1 

The overall neutron production (-D)-value (neutrons/fission) for feed fuel nuclei in different neutron 
spectra with "standard" fluxes O 

J-families 
LWR-UOX Spectrum 

0>= 1 0 1 4 n / c m 2 s 
FR- SPX Spectrum 
O = 10 1 5 n/cm2s 

235u 0.60 0.86 
238u -0 .10 0.62 

232Th 0.16 0.36 
239Pu 0.69 1.46 
242Pu - 1.27 0.49 

241 Am - 1.07 0.54 
243Am - 0.32 0.67 
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Figure 4.2. 233jj family normalized concentrations N j (^T N j = 1) at equilibrium when 
J 

irradiated in two different spectrum types (Light Water Reactors and Fast Reactors). 
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4.3. Inventories of Heavy Nuclei's Families 

Figures 4.1 and 4.2 (negligible losses rates at reprocessing) demonstrate that 239Pu 
produces much more heavy nuclei (Cm, Bk, Es, etc.) in a thermal neutron spectrum when 
compared to a fast spectrum due to higher neutron "capture to fission" probabilities (standard 
flux levels have been used : O = 10^ n/cm^s for thermal and O = 10^ n/cm^s for fast 
reactors). 

233U produces much less transuraniums. There is a relatively small production of 238U 
(which, in turn, produces plutonium) due to rapid decay of 237U. Instead, Th produces much 
more 231Pa, 232U, 233U and 234U, which are important sources of long lived toxicity, as well as 
B7Np. 

4.4. On Irradiated Fuel Toxicity. 

The unit mass toxicity calculations at equilibrium (closed fuel cycle) show (see Table 
4.2, where Tj is a sum of J-family members toxicities) that the majority of heavy nuclei, after 
irradiation in both fast and thermal fluxes, increase their toxicity per mass unit. This is valid 
even for rather toxic 239Pu, 243Am, etc. Open fuel cycle (with a feeding by relatively low toxic 
"initial" nuclei such as 235U, 238U and even toxic 239Pu) cannot avoid this undesirable growth in 
fuel discharge toxicity unless an extremely high bumup case. This means that the only way to 
fuel toxicity reduction is to close the fuel cycle, to use fast spectra [2] and to provide 
sufficiently low levels of fuel losses during reprocessing. 

4.5. On Convergence to Equilibrium State 

The "equilibrium" model has been used as a key-feature of the closed fuel cycle 
analysis. It is relevant to justify the validity of this model. In particular it can be argued that 
one has to wait several hundreds years [2] to reach this equilibrium state and, hence, the model 
probably has no practical importance. The analysis of a transient time (Bateman equation with 
dNj/dt * 0) shows that in the case of the main families (such as 238U, 235U) the rate of 
convergence to equilibrium even for standard neutron fluxes level is high enough. 

For example (see Fig. 4.3), the 238U family reaches its "near of equilibrium" 
concentration (defined as 75% of the true asymptotic level) in LWRs relatively soon : for 23?Pu 
in roughly 8 years; 240Pu in 25 years; 242Pu in 55 years; 241Am in 40 years; 237Np in 35 years; 
242Cm in 45 years; 243Cm in 62 years; 244Cm, 245Cm in 95 years, etc. As for "more distant" 
nuclei (249Cf, 250Cf, 249Bk) one has to wait about 100 years to reach about 20% of the 
equilibrium concentration level. 

At the same time it is more important for our analysis to confirm a rapid convergence 
of the family toxicities to the "near of toxicity equilibrium" domain, when the difference 
between "transient" and "equilibrium" toxicities is low enough for practical purposes. On 
Fig. 4.4 we show the rates of convergence to toxicity equilibrium (102 years after irradiation) 
for 235U, 238U, 239Pu, and for 241Am families irradiated in a LWR. They show that the process 
of total toxicity accumulation for all important families converges relatively fast : one can 
achieve this toxicity equilibrium domain for 238U family (within 25%) after roughly 50 years of 
irradiation. Similar results (235U) and even shorter time intervals (i.e. less then 10 years for 
239Pu family, about 20 years for 241Am) can be obtained for other important families. 
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Table 4.2 

Normalized toxicities of J-families Tj at equilibrium (Sv/gram);Tj have been averaged on 
Short (102-104 years) and Long(102 -5-10° years) time intervals (negligible losses rates) 

Thermal Reactors 

(O = 1014 n/cm2s) 

Fast Reactors 

(0> = 1015 n/cm2s) 

Super-thermal Reactors 
(<P = 1016 n/cm2s) 

Natural Toxicity 

(0 = 0 n/cm2s) 

"fathers" of 
families 

Tj 
Short 

Tj 
Long 

Tj 
Short 

Tj 
Long 

Tj 
Short 

Tj 
Long 

Tj 
Short 

Tj 
Long 

232-n, 21 4.6 38 11 41 3.8 0.0052 0.0052 
231pa 5364 47 7583 31 3633 36 10570 0.3 
233u 221 53 117 62 168 23 111 46 
235u 372 19 92 19 173 2.5 0.037 0.48 
238u 97 1 841 5.7 275 3.5 0.0008 0.0068 

237Np 1436 71 318 65 1984 55 28 39 
238pu 2120 77 751 86 4411 63 164 90 
239Pu 4851 46 4290 28 4610 58 2300 13 
240pu 5952 50 6025 22 4723 59 5730 0.41 
241 pu 5834 62 4506 63 4661 62 1430 38 
242Pu 5139 58 3106 56 5883 60 160 63 

241 Am 3869 72 3826 67 6019 63 1410 38 
242mAm 6222 60 5128 74 6125 62 1180 85 

243 Am 6277 55 6557 32 6120 61 6500 17 
242Cm 2051 78 798 86 2626 86 161 88 
244Cm 6135 53 6264 19 6058 61 6140 0.4 
245Cm 5942 101 7939 71 5876 97 9640 52 

4.6. Conclusion on Actinides Transmutation Potential. 

Neutronics plays an important role in assessment of the transmutation potential of 
critical reactors and subcritical system (ADS type). It influences much on a potential rate of 
LLFP incineration per fission and achievable subcriticality level of MA-Burners. 

Fast neutron spectrum has an essential advantage in neutron surplus production 
(available for LLFP transmutation) as well as in a potential to support near criticality state for 
MA-Burners. Thorium fuel cycle is penalized by a negligible neutron surplus potential even if 
it has advantage regarding family mass toxicity during nearest 104 years after fuel irradiation. 
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Relat ive conten ts 

r=0 Year=10 Year=20 Year=30 Year=40 Year=50 Year=60 Year=70 Year=80 Year=90 Year=100 

t i m e 

Figure 4.3 Relative concentrations convergence to equilibrium for family components 
in a standard LWR. 

Figure 4.4. Toxicity (after 100 years of fuel cooling) convergence to equilibrium for 
principal families in a standard LWR. 
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There is no essential difference between unit mass toxicities at equilibrium (closed 
cycles) for almost all heavy nuclei in different spectra. Most heavy nuclei increase their 
toxicity after irradiation in any neutron field. Only the most toxic nuclei (such as 231Pa, 245Cm) 
can reduce their mass toxicity due to irradiation, but even for them, this reduction will not 
exceed factor of two. Plutonium isotopes as well as some americiums increase their mass 
toxicity after irradiation, while the growth of 237Np toxicity is high enough to put some doubts 
in the interest of its transmutation in reactors. As result, the only realistic way to reduced fuel 
toxicity release after irradiation is a closed fuel cycle with low enough reprocessing losses and 
high burnup level (long fuel life). For this reason Fast reactors have advantages to achieve 
lower fuel waste toxicity in closed fuel cycles. 

5. On LLFP Toxicity Reduction. 

The rate of transmutation of a 7-nucleus can be characterised by the time Tjransm 

needed to incinerate the half of initial mass which is a function of the cross-section 
Gn y (bams) and of the neutron flux O (n/cm s) : 

In 2 
Jtransm _ yeOTS 3 cr^Ox3.16xlO7 7 

Transmutation of the toxic fission products in nuclear reactors and subcritical systems 
has a sense if rates of nuclear interactions with neutrons are much higher than rates of natural 
decays, which are defined by decay life-time T\/2- That is, transmutation under neutron flux 
can be reasonable if T\/2 » Tjransm. 

For some fission products, a choice between two strategies - "to transmute" or "to 
store" is questionable and can be solved on the base of other criteria (i.e. economics, 
environmental, etc.). 

According to the previous remarks, let us separate [5] all fission products into three 
groups (see Table 5.1) -
"transmutable"non-transmutable" and "questionable" when Tm and Tjransm are being 

compared. We have put an accent on fast spectrum systems, since these systems have an 
essential advantage in neutron surplus production available for transmutation when being 
compared with thermal or other spectrum types. It means that for fast spectrum systems the 
fission products transmutation rate measured in "transmutations per fission" is the highest one. 

Table 5.1 shows that there are at least 5 long lived isotopes : 99Tc, 129/, 93Zr, 107Pd, 
135 Cs which can be transmuted in a fast spectrum much faster than their natural decay. For 
three isotopes : 90Sr, 137Cs and 151 Sm, natural decay is similar or much faster than transmutation 
and it is more reasonable to put them into interim storage for decaying. As for "questionable" 
isotopes : 

19Se, 126Sn and 94M>, they are rather long lived, however, due to small cross-sections, 
their transmutation will go slowly. However, the yield of these isotopes is limited indicating 
that their total radio-toxicity is rather modest (Table 5.2). The cross-sections for isotopes were 
taken from JEF-2.2 library , the yields were calculated by CESAR code and the radio-toxicities 
values were calculated on the basis of ICRP's recommendations. 
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Now, one can compare the upper limit of the LLFP radio-toxicity production which 
can be acceptable for the waste repository in the frame of the Radiological Clean Nuclear 
Power Concept and real radio-toxicity production of different isotopes . 
Taking into account a small impact of "non-transmutable" nuclei in long term LLFP radio-
toxicity, one can present radio-toxicity of all "questionable" nuclei after 100 years of cooling 
as a result of energy production. 

We expect that after several hundreds years the radio-toxicity of all "non-
transmutable" and "questionable" nuclei will not exceed the upper limit of acceptable radio-
toxicity. It means that one can put emphasis on transmutable nuclei only. 

5.1. On neutron consumption by LLFP [5]. 
When D j is being calculated, all neutron processes have to be taken into account, 

including nuclides sink (removal of "non-transmutable" nuclides during fission products 
reprocessing) due to separation LLFP into "transmutable" and "non-transmutable" ones. Dj 
values depend upon neutron flux and spectrum, rates of removal of "non-transmutable" 
nuclides which is defined by the time interval between two fission products reprocessing steps. 
A relevant example is given in Table 5.3. 

It will be helpful to use two types of neutron consumption definitions, depending on 
units choice - Dj (neutron/transmutation) and Dj (neutron/fission). Dj can be obtained as the 

product of Dj and of the yield of J nuclide per fission, Yj. If a LLFP transmuter is fed 

constantly by a group of nuclides, then the D value of this group is the sum of Dj Yj of the 
group components J. 
Calculations show that due to the small cross-sections the neutron consumption for the 
majority of LLFP is weakly dependent on the irradiation time between fission products 
reprocessing steps. For example, if one increases the time interval between two reprocessing 
steps from 3 up to 30 years then D*("Tc) increases from 1.01 up to 1.1 (neutron/transmutation) 
only. 

Taking into account LLFP yield, one can calculate the total neutron consumption 
needed to incinerate all "transmutable" and "questionable" long lived isotopes of fission 
products (Table V) : 

DC3Zr,99Tc,l01Pd,U9I,l35Cs,l26Sn,94Nb,19Se) = ^D]Yj = 0.22 {neutron! fission in NP) 
J 

This value defines the total neutron consumption for incineration of all LLFP 
presented above (Table 5.3), if preliminary isotope separation of fission products in LWR 
discharge has been realised. We can mention that the neutron consumption part of 
"questionable" fission products is quite small - only - 0.003 (neutron/fission in NP). 

If one does not use the preliminary isotope separation for "transmutable" fission 
products of the LWR (i.e. all isotopes of 7c, /, Pd, Zr and Cs are fed to a transmuter) then the 
neutron consumption and yield of LLFP have the values indicated in Table 5.3. 

Table 5.3 shows that the transmutation of Zr and Pd nuclei demands twice more 
neutrons than each of 7c, I or Cs and reduces total LLFP radio-toxicity relatively little. It 
allows to recommend to eliminate Zr and Pd from the list of nuclei subjected to transmutation 
and to send them together with "questionable" fission products directly to the repository. Even 
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in this case, in the vicinity of 1000 years the total LLFP radio-toxicity in the repository will not 
exceed the upper limit. 

Hence, to incinerate all Tc, I, Cs without isotopic separation, one needs about 0.15 
(neutron/fission in NP). Isotopic separation of "7c, 1297 and 135Cs allows to reduce this neutron 
consumption to 0.08 (neutron/fission in NP). However, this separation can be costly. 
The following scheme of the LLFP treatment can be proposed : LLFP are incinerated in 
transmuters together with TRU (or MA - Minor Actinides) fuel for the account of the neutron 
surplus generated by this fuel. 

To transmute nuclides such as Tc, 7, Cs in a fast spectrum transmuter (e.g. Accelerator 
Driven System - ADS) which has the maximum neutron surplus potential. This defines the 
most stringent demands to the neutron surplus G and to the fraction (e) of these transmuters in 
NP. If 0.15 (neutron/fission in NP) is sufficient to transmute Tc, I ,Cs (without isotopic 
separation) then this demand can be the following : 

e x G > 0.15 neutron / fission in NP , 

on the supposition that the yield of Tc, 7, Cs of a transmuter is similar to the yield in the 
standard LWR and that the LLFP transmutation takes place in these transmuters only. 

For transmutation of 99Tc,1291 and 135Cs this demand can be much smaller : 

exG> 0.08 neutron / fission in NP , 

To calculate the neutron surplus of a TRU discharge coming from LWR and being 
transmuted in a fast spectrum transmuter with averaged flux <î> = 1015 n/cm2s, one can use 
values of the actinide fraction in the annual production of the LWR-UOX (fuel burnup is 
55 GWd/t) as well as the method of overall neutron consumption D [1]. 

Taking into account the "standard" value of the neutron parasitic capture (CM) and 
the neutron leakage (L) as CM+L = 0.3 neutron/fission (which is valid for a fast reactor of an 
intermediate size and traditional composition), one get : 

G = -1ZfJxDJ-(CM + L) + n , 
J 

where f j is a fraction of 7-nucleus in fuel, \i is a neutron spallation source (jut — 0.15 
neutron/fission if keff- 0.95). 

GTRU = 1.11 - 0.3 + 0.15 = 0.96 neutron/fission 

GTRPU = 0.72 - 0.3 + 0.15 = 0.57 neutron/fission 

For example, if the fast spectrum TRU transmuter (G = 0.96 neutron/fission) is used both for 
the TRU transmutation and Tc, I, Cs incineration, then one can assess the fraction 8 as follows, 
according to equation : 

0.15 neutron / fission 
£ > « 0.16 

G = 0.96 neutron / fission 

It has been assessed that about 20% of TRU transmuters with the fast neutron 
spectrum in the NP park is needed for the transmutation of TRU coming from standard LWR-
UOX. Hence, this park of TRU transmuters is sufficient to incinerate all Tc, I and Cs 
simultaneously. 

We have shown elsewhere that only 6-̂ 7% of fast spectrum MA (or TRPu) 
transmuters is needed [3] to bum MA of a "multi-component" park : LWRs (open and partially 
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closed cycle), fast reactors/Pw-burners and special transmuters. The G value of these 
transmuters is relatively modest (G = 0.57 neutron/fission). This park (being sufficient to 
transmute MA) is not sufficient to cover neutron expenses even with isotopic separation of 
99Tc, 1291, 135Cs and in this case one needs: 

0.08 neutron/ fission 
e > « 0.14 

G = 057 neutron / fission 

that is a higher fraction of MA transmuters is necessary than one needs for MA transmutation 
only 0.07). 

A significant conclusion of our study is that the LLFP incineration requires an 
essential number of neutrons. Hence, fast neutron spectrum and external neutron source (e.g. 
Accelerator Driven subcritical Systems) are favourable for this application. Moreover, the 
following proposals are envisaged in the frame of the "two-component" or "multi-component" 
strategies [3] : 

• to put "transmutable" (Tc, I and Cs) fission products in fast reactors and/or ADS, 
• to put "non-transmutable" nuclides such as Sr, Sm to an interim storage for decaying 

(during some hundreds years) and eventually directly - to a geological repository, 
• to put all "questionable" nuclides (Se, Nb, Sn) together with "transmutable" Zr and Pd 

to a geological repository (an interim storage can be used for the first hundreds years, 
similar to "non-transmutable" nuclides), 

• to put all short lived nuclides into an interim storage and then to a geological 
repository. 

This approach in LLFP incineration allows to keep all radio-toxicity of LLFP wastes 
below that of fresh uranium fuel radio-toxicity after some few hundreds years, and than it helps 
to reduce the problems related to the LLFP radio-toxicity in the realisation of a Radiological 
Clean Nuclear Power Concept [1,2]. 

6. On Neutron Consumption Requirements for Long Lived Fission Products (LLFP) and 
Lanthanide's (LA) Transmutation 

A separate problem is represented by the fact that Lanthanide's Fission Products 
concentration can be significant in cores where Minor Actinides should be transmuted, since 
the Lanthanide/ Minor Actinide separation ratio will not exceed a some limit (e.g. = 0.1). 

The number of neutrons per fission D (neutron/fission) which is required for complete 
incineration of a LLFP or Lanthanide, is another decisive parameter of the transmutation 
potential of a transmuter. The D defines a fraction of transmuters in NP needed to support an 
acceptable level of LLFP's and can be assessed as the product 
• of the D*LLFP and of the LLFP-yield (for the case of LLFP incineration) and 
• of the D * l a and of the LA-yield (YLA) and of the separation coefficient KSEP= (1-LOSSL A) 
(for the case of a presence of LA in the fuel, where.LOSSLA is the fraction of LA per fission 
being removed from fuel stream after reprocessing). 

D* value for all the Lanthanide's (La57 - Lu71) have been calculated for two types of 
the neutron spectra and different neutron flux levels. For fast spectrum, the yield of the 
Lanthanide's was correspond to fission of Pu-239. For thermal spectrum, U235 fission yield 
has been taken into account for simplicity reason. These calculation were based on the period 
of the discharge equal to 3 years. 
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D*values for one nuclide of the Lanthanide with the fraction of each isotope which 
correspond to its yield. Table 6.1 presents these values for fast and thermal neutron spectra. 

TABLE 5.1 

Parameters of long lived nuclei to be eventually transmuted in a fast 
(En (neutron energy) = 0.2 MeV, JEF-2.2) and "thermal" (En = 1 eV, JEF-2.2) 

spectra with standard flux levels : O = 1015 (n/cm2s) O = 1014 (n/cm2s) correspondingly 

Isotopes, J GJ
n y (barns) T\a 

(years) 

rr>transm . , 1 j (years) 
Radio-

toxicity in 
(Sv/g) at 

<7->transm 
' = TJ 

Recommendation 
to transmutation 

Isotopes, J 
fast spectrum thermal 

spectrum 

T\a 
(years) fast spectrum thermal 

spectrum 

Radio-
toxicity in 
(Sv/g) at 

<7->transm 
' = TJ 

Recommendation 
to transmutation 

79Se 0.03 0.1 6.5x104 7.3xl02 2.2x10s 6.0 questionable 
90Sr 0.01 0.14 29 2.2xl03 1.6x10s 

- non-transmutable 
93Zr 0.03 0.28 1.5x10° 730 790 0.04 transmutable 

94m 0.04 2.2 2.0xl04 5.5xl02 lxlO2 9.0 
questionable or 

transmutable 
99Tc 0.2 4.3 2.1X10D 110 51 0.2 transmutable 
107Pd 0.5 0.3 6.5x10° 44 730 0.0007 transmutable 
,26Sn 0.005 0.05 1x10^ 4.4x10s 4.4x10s 4.0 questionable 
129j 0.14 4.3 1.6xlo' 160 51 0.5 transmutable 
135 Cs 0.07 1.3 6 2.3x10 310 170 0.08 transmutable 
137Cs 0.01 0.02 30 2.2x10s l.lxlO4 

- non-transmutable 

151Sm 0.7 700 89 31 0.3 -

non-transmutable 
or questionable 

It is evident that, in average, every nuclide of the Lanthanide's consumes the 
significant numbers of neutrons independently on the spectrum type. This independence on 
flux is coming because there is only one way to leave this group of nuclei: to be transformed 
gradually (after many successive neutron captures) into Hf. Lanthanide's decay can not help to 
minimise neutron consumption: all decays leave Lanthanide's nuclei inside Lanthanide's group. 
Flux increase does not lead to supplementary consumption because there is no real competition 
between captures and decays. 

If one allows for a group of the Lanthanide's to stay in a core for a long time, the 
"price" in the 
neutronics spoilage will be important. 

Certainly, it is interesting to distinguish the "responsibility" of the each element of the 
Lanthanide to know which isotopes are the most penalising if one keeps them under neutron 
flux. 
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TABLE 5.2 

Radio-toxicity (Sv/GW^xyear) of "questionable" and "transmutable" LLFP when 
/ 'Xâ. 

compared with Uranium (Z ' : >*U, : > JU, : > 0U,D OU) radio-toxicities, being eliminated 
by standard LWR (UOX, open cycle, fuel burnup 41 GWd/t) * 

Nuclides/years ioz 10J 104 10s 10* ioy 108 Remarks 

Uraniums being 
spent in the 

standard LWR 46360 57100 231400 1200000 441000 419000 395000 

radio-toxicity is being 
eliminated 

126Sn 4050 4050 3780 2030 4 - - radio-toxicity of 

questionable 

nuclides 

19Se 870 870 790 300 0.1 - -

radio-toxicity of 

questionable 

nuclides 94Nb 2.9 2.8 2.1 1 - - -

radio-toxicity of 

questionable 

nuclides 

™pd 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.2 4.7 1.8 -

radio-toxicity of 

transmutable 

nuclides 

n2r 870 870 870 870 560 10 - radio-toxicity of 

transmutable 

nuclides 

135 C s 900 900 900 880 670 50 -

radio-toxicity of 

transmutable 

nuclides 129/ 2670 2670 2670 2670 2600 1720 30 

radio-toxicity of 

transmutable 

nuclides 

*>Tc 5530 5530 5280 4000 215 - -

radio-toxicity of 

transmutable 

nuclides 

* The standard LWR eliminates about 770 kg of235U9 470 kg of 238£/, 4 kg of 2UU. Due to of 2UU, total 
eliminated toxicity is increasing up to 105 years. 

TABLE 5.3. 

Comparison of overall neutron consumption D (neutron/fission in NP) and 
LLFP transmutation effect (reduction of radio-toxicity) for groups of nuclei 

Transmutable nuclides D (neutron/fission in NP) 
Radio-toxicity reduction for 

t = 1000 years (Sv/GW^xyear) 
">Tc 0.055 5500 
m I + w T c 0.064 8160 
l29 I + 99T c + l ^ C s 0.081 9060 
all isotopes of 7c, /, Cs 0.15 9060 
all isotopes of Tc, /, Cs, Zr 0.68 9930 
all isotopes of Tc, /, Cs, Zr, Pd 0.98 9935 
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Table 6.1. D* values for all Lanthanide's 

Spectre \ Flux 1.00E+13 1.00E+14 1.00E+15 1.00E+16 1.00E+17 
fast 33.46 33.46 33.46 33.46 33.46 

thermal 33.93 33.93 33.93 33.93 33.93 

Tables 6.2 and 6.3 present the overall neutron consumption for all elements of the 
Lanthanide's corresponding to two neutron spectra. 

Table 6.1. D* values for all elements of the Lanthanide's group. Fast Spectrum. 

Element / Flux 1.00E+14 1.00E+15 
La 0.52 0.52 
Ce 0.45 0.47 
Pr 0.40 0.42 
Nd 2.24 2.36 
Pm 0.03 0.23 
Sm 2.92 3.71 
Eu 0.91 1.87 
Gd 2.82 2.98 
Tb 1.02 1.21 
Dy 3.22 3.26 
Ho 0.70 0.71 
Er 2.52 2.55 
Tm 0.88 0.91 
Yb 3.52 3.58 
Lu 2.00 2.00 

fable 6.2. D* values for all elements of the Lanthanide's group. Thermal Spectrum. 

Elements \ Flux 1.00E+14 1.00E+15 
La 0.51 0.51 
Ce 0.47 0.73 
Pr 0.45 0.80 
Nd 2.75 5.21 
Pm 0.77 3.44 
Sm 5.16 7.50 
Eu 3.73 5.05 
Gd 3.43 5.69 
Tb 1.36 4.81 
Dy 3.77 5.30 
Ho 1.09 2.36 
Er 2.81 3.84 
Tm 1.31 2.65 
Yb 4.31 5.35 
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As for mentioned above, for many FP's, there is an increase of the neutron 
consumption when the neutron flux is increasing because the growth of the neutron capture if 
the discharge period is fixed. 
Hence, if the fuel contains some proportion of the Lanthanide's under an important flux , the 
overall neutron consumption will be high enough. 

Regarding thermal spectrum, this growth will be much more important (being 
compared with fast spectrum) due to higher capture cross-sections. That is why, fast spectrum 
is much less sensitive to the presence of the Lanthanide's even taking into account that the 
standard flux in the fast reactors is usually higher than in thermal reactors. 

Among the group of the Lanthanide's, the La, Ce, Pr and Nd (and in much less extent, 
Pm and Sm) which have the major proportion (almost 88%). 

If, for example, one has chosen fast spectmm with the flux about 1015 n/sm2s for 
incineration of MA's with the presence of some part of the Lanthanide's then La, Ce, and Pr 
will be the less important consumers of neutrons. Their presence could be acceptable in the 
system with the important neutron surplus (fast spectrum subcritical systems, for example) 
because the overall neutron consumption of these three nuclides are equal to 1.15 neutron for 
transmutation. 

On the contrary, Nd and Sm consume many neutrons to be transmuted, besides, the 
fraction of these nuclides is also significant. Hence, one has to recommend to make separation 
and removal all of these Lanthanide's during reprocessing. 

The calculation of the overall neutron consumption for all isotope of the Lanthanide's 
elements have been also fulfilled. Due to the important size of this information, is has been 
omitted but available. However, it should be mentioned that the first isotopes of Nd, Sm, Gd, 
Dy, Yb are the most important consumers of neutrons. 

Analysis of these data leads to following conclusions: 
- The neutron consumption of Sm-151, required for its incineration, is most significant among 
LLFP and sensitive to flux, bumup and spectrum: D* changes its value by the factor of two for 
the flux range 1014 - 1017 n/cm2s and D* increases significantly (50%) if bumup increases from 
0 to 30%; 
-Cs-135 neutron consumption is least (among LLFP) sensitive to neutron flux and to bumup. 

Concerning the Lanthanide's, fast spectrum neutron balance rests less sensitive to their 
presence. However, all group of Lanthanide's requires too many neutrons for incineration to be 
realised. It means that partially or full separation of at least the all important neutron 
consumers, like Nd, Sm seems to be compulsory. 

Total potential of toxicity reduction for several NP concepts is presenting on Fig. 6.1 
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Fig.6.1. Nuclear Power waste radio-toxicities. 
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